
DANCING & WALKING GROUPS 

 

If you are not wanting to create a float but would like to focus on a walking/dancing group you can 

still find ways to create a bold presence! 

Height and lighting is important as is good signage. The Jade Monkey created a great group float: 

 

Using similar costumes and props and creating a simple unison dance phrase that your entire group 

can do creates a strong statement. Remember you can create a very short, simple routine that you 

can repeat over and over along the parade route! If you are looking for a choreographer we can 

suggest people who work quickly and effectively with non-dancers. 

If you have a particular look or idea in mind and are unsure of how to achieve it, please give us a call 

- we are always available to chat through ideas to help you look as fabulous as possible! 

 

CHOREOGRAPHY AND MOVEMENT 

Parade Director Jude Henshall is really keen on all parade participants treating this year’s parade as a 

performance, so use the soundtrack as inspiration for your choreography – think big, bold 

movements in formation that will stand out for the audience watching a few rows back. You can 

come up with just a short 1 minute routine that you can repeat over and over as you travel down the 

parade route. It doesn’t have to be complicated – simple moves can be very effective done in 

unison. 

Contact Georgi at georgi@adelaidefringe.com.au to grab a copy of the soundtrack for your group to 

use at rehearsals to really nail your choreography. 
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NEED A HAND CREATING AN AMAZING ROUTINE? 

Here at Fringe Parade HQ we are thrilled to offer the services of choreographic superstar Larissa 

McGowan! 

Of So You Think You Can Dance fame, Larissa has choreographed and danced for some of the best 

dance companies in the world, and is available to help your group get Fringe Fabulous now!  

For $350 for two sessions, or $170 for a single session, Larissa can design a routine for you that will 

take your group to the next level on Parade night! Fabulous for dancers and those with no dance 

experience alike, Larissa will work to the strengths of your group and capitalise on what makes your 

group unique. With 60,000 spectators expected on Parade night - what better way to showcase your 

group on the biggest stage the Fringe has to offer! 

For more information or advice on how Larissa’s services may work for your group or organisation 

please contact Parade Director Jude Henshall on 8100 2018 or email 

jude.henshall@adelaidefringe.com.au 
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